Service Learning at the University of Hamburg

**Career Center**
- acquisition and selection of social institutions, consultation in project design
- acquisition of students and graduates, team building
- preparation of students and graduates through project management workshops
- accompanying project coaching
- final presentation and evaluation
- awarding of certificates, recognition of credit points by departments

**Social/Civil Society Organizations in Hamburg**
- professional support for the team
- professional support for the team
- exchange on contents and subjects through university contacts (discussions, bachelor’s thesis)
- access new target groups for social engagement and jobs
- publicity

**Students and Graduates of Universität Hamburg**
- development and realization of the project
- practical application of knowledge
- application of project management tools
- application of soft skills
- presentation of results to organization and public
- contribution to civic engagement

- learning by doing a project from start to finish all by themselves
- teamwork experience
- professional experience
- getting to know possible field of work, career
- practical experience fitting into study schedule
- introduction to civic engagement
- change of perspective, consideration of social needs, beneficial use of knowledge for civic society
- adding practical experience and civic engagement to curriculum vitae
- certificates and credit points

**What We Offer**
- low-threshold and sustainable offers of practical training
- promotion of competence and personality building of students
- sustainable networking within the region and opening of the university to civil society
- public relations

**What We Achieve**
- sustainability of learning, practice, commitment
- create professional biography
- social and ethical values
- social responsibility of the university

**Context**
- lack of sufficient time during studies
- Flexibilization of work
- working creatively and in networks
- Internationalisation
- take on responsibility and leadership

**Social Responsibility of the University**
- take on responsibility and leadership
- working creatively and in networks
- Internationalisation
- lack of sufficient time during studies
- Flexibilization of work